As
communicators
we will:
Develop confidence
to;

* speak to others
about our needs and
interests
* understand and use
a wider range of
words
* join in with rhymes
and songs
Develop the ability

As readers

As writers

we will:

we will:

Develop the ability to;
* handle books carefully
* hold books correctly
and turn the pages
*suggest how a story
might end

and print in the
environment

other people
* listen and follow
simple instructions

we will:

we will:

Develop the ability

* describe and talk

making using crayons,

to;

about what we see

*count objects

* know how to operate

accurately

simple equipment such

pencils, paints and
felt tips
* recognise some
letter shapes and
the sounds they
usually make

* recognise and order
numbers to five, ten
or beyond
* sorting objects by
colour, size etc

In Personal, social and
will:

* be encouraged to feel

*be encouraged to develop
friendships
* learn about our
environment and how to
use it

and computers
* show an interest in
the environment and
people around us

development
we will:
Develop the ability

* we will learn the
lunch time and the
end of day prayers
* know that worship
is a special time
* learn about the
Creation Story from
the Bible

to;
* judge body space in
relation to spaces
available.
*dress and undress
independently
* use one handed
tools and equipment

equipment such as;

In music we
will:

bikes, scooters, cars,
pens, jigsaws etc.
*move confidently in

safe and secure and show
a sense of trust

as CD players, cameras

In RE we will:

* control a range of

emotional development we

to;
* listen to stories and

mathematicians

In physical

As explorers

* explore mark

Show an interest in;
* illustrations in books

As

* sing simple rhymes
and songs
* explore a range of
instruments

a variety of ways

